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F O W E S C A P E  R O O M

The Future of Work is now, and disruption is everywhere.

It is imperative that organisations understand the new 

drivers, realities and implications of the Future of Work 

otherwise they will be left behind

In our Escape Room you will work together as a team to solve 

some of the biggest challenges posed by the Future of Work, 

as our facilitators help you bring to life the opportunities and 

learnings facing your own organisation, making the Future of 

Work relevant and meaningful to you and your team

“Experiential way of immersing you 

and your teams in the concept of 

the Future of Work”
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F O W E S C A P E  R O O M

Your team has been brought in to save Disrupted Ltd. The company is in trouble and needs your help!!

Disrupted Ltd has been successful for many years and the leadership team thought they were too big and too 

strong a company to be disrupted by the challenges presented by the Future of Work. It turns out they were 

wrong. You and your team will have 45 minutes to identify how Disrupted Ltd can benefit from automation, 

alternative talent sources and adaptable ways of working by reinventing with a human focus. Considering…

1
How work is

delivered

Imagine… a workforce that is 
augmented by machines and 

powered by new talent models

Redrawing the boundaries of your 
organisation & delivering through an 

ecosystem of connected entities

2
How business is organised

Imagine… networks of teams that 
maximize flexibility & innovation over 

hierarchy

Reinventing the way jobs are 
designed to harness the capability 

that makes us uniquely human
3

How people experience 
work

Imagine… understanding your talent 
as well as you understand your 

customers to build an employee 
centric experience of work

Enable your people to work when, 
where & how they want

4
How work is

enabled

Imagine… architecting an 
organisation that leads the way by 
disrupting the market, rather than 

being disrupted

Reinventing traditional functions, by 
re-directing services to the experts
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F O W E S C A P E  R O O M

Option One

90 minute escape room experience for 

you and your team to fully immerse 

yourselves in the concept of Future of 

Work and understand how this might 

effect you as an organisation, as well as 

at an individual

Option Two

06 hour Future of Work lab, using the  

escape room experience to introduce 

you and your team to the concept of 

Future of Work before imaging the art of 

the possible in those opportunities of 

Future of Work specific to your 

organisations

We run the escape room with 6 – 8 individuals. For larger groups, we can run up to 3 escape rooms 

concurrently (adding an element of friendly competitiveness!!)
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